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“If you haven’t seen Detroit lately, you really haven’t
seen Detroit,” Renee Monforton of the Detroit
Convention and Visitors Bureau says of her beloved
city’s monumental comeback. Businesses, both
big and small, are thriving in the Motor City. Large
scale investors and young dreamers alike have been
swooping into the city, eager to be a part of its rebirth.
Detroit is a millennial’s playground. The generation is
utilizing this affordable land of opportunity and filling
the vacancies with artistic ventures and big ideas.
The once vacant residences are quickly filling and are
nearly 100% occupied. Due to this influx of visionaries
flocking the city to chase dreams and affordable
housing, new apartment buildings and residencies
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have been popping up all over Detroit’s downtown and
midtown. The sprawling riverfront is being restored to
its original beauty because of the diligent efforts of
The Detroit RiverFront Conservatory therefore the area
is accessible for recreational purposes again. Urban
gardens are a new trend and the needs of aspiring
agriculturalists are accommodated by farms and
garden stores. Restaurants and retail shops are flipping
their signs to ‘open’ and new hotels are available for
anyone seeking a taste of the immense culture and
beauty that Detroit has to offer.
360 Magazine was given the opportunity to get
a unique look at the city via a kayaking tour with
Riverside Kayak Connection through the Detroit River.
We were able to cruise through international waters,
as the river flows along the Canadian border, and get
up close and personal with the skyline. Take it from us,
there is no better way to see the sites
than by paddling downstream in the rain. The tour
features prime downtown scenic attractions such as
the Detroit Boat Club, which is the oldest boat house
in the country; the gorgeous Ambassador Bridge,
which serves as a connector between Detroit and
Canada; the General Motors Renaissance Center; and
the other landmark structures of Downtown Detroit.

We even got to paddle under the MacArthur Bridge
that was built in 1925. Some of our staff members
had chosen to spend the morning testing their luck at
the three casino hotels in Detroit. Greektown Casino
Hotel is located in Detroit’s Greektown Historic District
and opened in 2000; MGM Grand Detroit was the
first luxury resort casino hotel to open outside of Los
Angeles; The MotorCity Casino Hotel is owned by
Marian Ilitch, who co-founded Little Caesar’s Pizza
with her late husband, Mike Ilitch. We met up at the
Outdoors Adventure Center. The OAC gives Detroit
families the chance to learn about the Michigan
outdoors in an entertaining and interactive setting. The
center played a pivotal role in the restoration efforts
for the riverfront in which we had just paddled on.
After taking a look at some of the exhibits, we head
over to a nearby town called Hamtramck to play a few
games of Fowling. Fowling is an unlikely combination
of football, horseshoes, and bowling and was invented
in 2001 by Detroit native, Chris Hutt, and a few of
his friends. The Fowling Warehouse first opened its
doors in 2014 and consists of 20 lanes and two bars
with a third in the works. Needless to say, there is no
shortage of beer; however, the warehouse is BYOF
(bring your own food). After dinner, we were taken
to Sugar House and Gold Cash Gold to cleanse our
palates with some refreshing cocktails. The day was a

never-ending adventure for our staff. In our opinion,
Detroit is every activity and sports lover’s fantasy
destination.
The late Mike Ilitch, founder of international fast food
franchise Little Caesar’s Pizza, was at the center of
Detroit’s comeback. The Detroit native never lost faith
in his hometown and faithfully stood by the city until
his final days. Ilitch was the proud owner of two of
the city’s major league sports team, the Detroit Tigers
baseball team and the Detroit Red Wings hockey
team. Ilitch and his family invested in the city and
helped to build the foundation of the resurgence.
The brand new Little Caesar’s Arena is putting
Detroit’s midtown and downtown on the map. “It’s the
hub of the entire 50 block development,” Tom Wilson,
CEO of Olympia Entertainment said, “50 blocks in a
major American city is unheard of. It allows us to do
many different things that can be the connective tissue
between all of the great things in downtown Detroit
and midtown Detroit.” Wilson personally showed our
staff around on a guided tour of the new arena. The
arena is home to the Red Wings as well as the Detroit
Pistons basketball team. The blueprints and installation
of the arena is setting a precedent for future arena
construction. The unique design sits 40 feet below the
surface of the city which allows the structure to blend
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etroit has been dubbed America’s Comeback
City and both visitors and locals will attest that
it has rightfully earned that title. Just a few years
ago, Detroit was in crisis mode. The city’s crime and
unemployment rates were some of the highest in the
country. People fled Motor City, leaving 75 percent of
buildings either vacant or only partially occupied. In
2013, the financial crisis resulted in Detroit becoming
the largest U.S. city to file for bankruptcy. Detroit
had hit rock bottom; but as the saying goes, at rock
bottom, there’s nowhere else to go but up, and up is
exactly the direction Detroit has been heading.
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Cars may have put Detroit on the map back in the
early 1900s, but current residents are doing just
fine without owning a car of their own. Metropolitan
Detroit provides many forms of public transportation;
people can choose to travel via busses, railways, the
elevated people mover, and the brand-new QLine.
“[The QLine} is a street car system on tracks and it just
opened in May [of 2017] and it takes people from the
downtown all the way up through our midtown area
through the museum district and various attractions.”
The QLine includes 20 stops and 12 stations. Bikes
are another pleasant way to get around the city.
Detroit has just introduced a brand-new bike lane that
provides peddlers with a safe route for two-wheel
travel. 360 had the chance to pedal through the
budding neighborhoods of downtown Detroit with
the Wheelhouse bike shop. Wheelhouse caters to all
sorts of tourists, offering tours to those interested in
architecture, public art, history, neighborhood, etc.
We also had the pleasure of pedaling to the best
sports bars the city has to offer with The Michigan
Pedaler. It was a party on two-wheels. Despite all of
the modern transportation options, Detroit does not
neglect to still celebrate its industrial roots. Detroit
is called the Motor City for a reason, after all, and
that reason is because of the legendary automotive
pioneer, Henry Ford. The Henry Ford Museum had
been Ford’s idea. “I am collecting the history of our
people as written into things their hands made and
used. When we are through, we shall have reproduced
American life has lived, and that, I think, is the best
way of preserving at least a part of our history and
tradition,” Ford stated back in 1928. The museum is
one of the most important history museums in the
nation, it houses thousands of objects that display
how ordinary Americans lived and worked along with
the genius innovativeness throughout history.
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Detroit’s Farmer’s Market, Eastern Market, is the
largest indoor/outdoor marketplace in the country. It
is located on a commercial stretch of 43 acres and is
just a mile north of the downtown area. The market
originally opened in 1841 in Cadillac Square and has
been a consistent feature of Detroit ever since. In
recent years, the market has become one of the
centers of the public art movement. Our staff were
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treated to a mouthwatering tour of the marketplace
courtesy of Linda Yellen from Feet on the Street Tours.
Our taste buds died and went to heaven as Yellen
took us through the market and showed us the many
local delicacies. After our three-hour lunch, we were
given time to stroll through the shops in Downtown,
Midtown, and New Center.
Among all of the shiny new attractions Detroit has
to offer, the remnants of the city’s history have been
preserved and refurbished. The city’s architectural
integrity has remained intact. The 1920’s saw an
architectural revolution and Detroit home to some of
the most riveting examples of the decade’s skyscraper
designs the country has to offer. The skyline remains,
just with a bit more curb appeal to blend with the
modern world. Detroit’s art scene is part of what
makes the city so attractive to outsiders. The graffiti
on the walls of buildings is as historic to the city as the
buildings themselves. Public art is being celebrated,
as it should be, throughout Detroit. The atmosphere
is regarded as a canvas. The city is alive with colorful
murals that depict stories of both suffering and
strength. This celebration of the arts encourages
young artists to express themselves legally by
contributing to the beauty of the cityscape. The city
holds true to its motto: ‘Speramus meliora; resurget
cineribus.’ Which means, “We hope for better things;
it will rise from the ashes.” Detroit is no longer the city
that the media paints it to be. The new and the old
merge together to create a unique mix of past and
future that celebrates Detroit’s rich history of ups and
downs.
Traffic Jam & Snug is a Detroit treasure. Established
in 1965, it was one of the first brewpubs in Detroit.
Their ever-changing menu of craft beer along with
the cheese and bread they make in house earns the
restaurant a 5-star rating from 360 Magazine.
www.trafficjamdetroit.com
Destination Detroit Tours took us on a spectacular
driving tour of Downtown and some of the
surrounding neighborhoods. Co-founder of Destination
Detroit Tours, Kim Rusinow, gave us an informative
rundown of the culture and history of her hometown.
She and her co-founder, Pat Haller, offer group and
private tours of a variety of Detroit hotspots.
www.destinationdetroittours.com
Little Caesar’s Arena is the brand-new home of the
Detroit Red Wings and the Detroit Pistons. The arena
is stunning and innovative; built 40-feet below ground,
it allows for the unobstructed development of the
surrounding neighborhood. Every seat is the best seat
in this arena.
www.olympiaentertainment.com
Bookie’s Bar and Grille is located in Downtwon and
is just six blocks from Little Caesar’s Arena. Bookie’s
offers parking for fans and a free shuttle to and from
the games. No ticket? No problem! Watch the game at
Bookie’s and wash down their delicious food with the
game day special: a pitcher and 4 shots for just $15.
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with the surrounding neighborhoods that are currently
being constructed. Detroit is now the only city in the
country to house all four of its major sports teams
within four blocks in its downtown core. “It’s going to
change the way arenas are built in the future,” Wilson
predicts. We were lucky enough to score tickets to the
opening Red Wings game versus the Minnesota Wilds
in the new arena. We were seated in a suite and were
able to watch the Red Wings kick some Wild butt
(4-2) in a luxury location while chowing down on some
of the delicious food Little Caesar’s Arena has to offer.

http://www.bookiesbar.com
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MGM Grand Detroit is a luxury hotel and casino. It is
one of the three casino hotels in Detroit. MGM was
the first luxury resort casino hotel to open outside of
Los Angeles. The staff was kind enough to give us a
tour of the games and teach us the basics of gaming
etiquette. We

Outdoor Adventure Center neighbors the Dequindre
Cut Trail on Detroit’s riverfront. The OAC offers visitors
the chance to experience outdoor adventures with
hands-on activities, exhibits, and simulators.

www.mgmgranddetroit.com

Fowling Warehouse is home to 20 Fowling lanes
and 2 (soon-to-be 3) bars. Fowling is a sport that
was accidentally invented at a tailgate in 2001 by
warehouse owner Chris Hutt and his friends. It is a
hybrid of bowling, horseshoes, and football. Fowling
Warehouse is located in the city of Hamramck, which
is just short drive from Detroit.

https://www.motorcitycasino.com/default.aspx
Greektown Casino Hotel is located in Detroit’s
Greektown Historic District and was originally owned
by the Sault Ste. Tripe of Chippewa Indians. Rock
Gambling, which is owned by Quicken Loans founder
Dan Gilbert, purchased a majority stake in the casino
in 2013 as a part of Gilbert’s efforts to help revitalize
downtown Detroit.
http://www.greektowncasino.com/

S

antorini Estiatorio in Greektown is a contemporary
and authentic Greek restaurant owned by sisters
Athina, Maria, and Stella Papas. The sisters opened
the restaurant in 2012 to keep their traditional Greek
heritage alive but add a modern twist to attract a
broader range of customers.
http://santorinidetroit.com
The Michigan Pedaler owner Mike Gill throws a party
on wheels with his unique bike-tour of Detroit’s
favorite sports bars. The Midtown tour cruises down
Cass Avenue and 2nd Avenues, stopping into the
popular pubs for a cold one along the way.
www.MichiganPedaler.com
Dequindre Cut is a Grand Turk Railroad line turned
urban recreational path curtesy of the Detroit
RiverFront Conservatory. The two-mile greenway
runs from Gratiot Avenue to Mack Avenue, leading
pedestrians into the heart of the Eastern Market.
www.detroitriverfront.org
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The Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village
provides a rich history of the Motor City and the
automotive industry. The museum is one of the most
important and jam-packed museums in the country.
Michigan, along with the rest of the world, was shaped
by the automobile. The museum features an extensive
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timeline of past, present, and future innovation.
www.thehenryford.org
www.motorcities.org
Motor City Brewing Works is smack dab in the heart
of Detroit’s Cultural center and just blocks away from
all major Detroit sports team’s stadiums. The brewery
is constructed from salvaged equipment and scrap of
Detroit’s industrial era. Motor City Brewing Works has
been committed to producing hand-crafted, superior
quality beer since its doors opened in 1994.
www.motorcitybeer.com
Brew Detroit is a 68,000-square foot facility located
in the historic Corktown District. Customers can
choose to relax and enjoy the specialty brews in the
tasting room that was opened in 2015 or take the
beers home in bottles, cans, or kegs.

Riverside Kayak Connection has been offering
kayaking tours since 2004 and began bicycle tours
in 2015. We were able to paddle with them along
the Detroit River. RKC offers tours, classes, rentals,
and hosts a variety of different events. They are also
Southeast Michigan’s premiere, full service Thule
dealer.
https://riversidekayak.com
Detroit Institute of the Arts (DIA) has been influenced
by the enthusiasm for public art and the potential that
art has to start a conversation. In 2010, DIA included
the first Inside/Out exhibit. Inside/Out brings highquality reproductions of masterpieces in the museum’s
collection out to public spaces to make art more
accessible to the general public.
www.dia.org

Batch Brewing Company founders Stephen and
Jason left their cushy corporate careers to start their
own little brewery in Downtown Detroit. Their motto
#beermakesmehappy, inspires them to create fine,
craft beers and they will soon be adding ciders to the
menu as well. Customers can eat good, drink good,
and feel good at this nano brewery.

Motown Museum celebrates the history Motown, which
an expression of the African American urban culture
in the 20th century. Motown is where music icons
such as The Temptation, Marvin Gaye, Martha and
the Vandellas, and the Supremes, recorded some of
the greatest hits the country has ever heard. Motown
founder, Berry Gordy, began the recording business in
two side-by-side houses that have been preserved and
transformed into the Motown Museum.

https://www.batchbrewingcompany.com

www.motownmuseum.com

http://www.brewdetroit.com

http://www.fowlingwarehouse.com
Polonia is a quaint Polish restaurant in Hamtramck. It
originally began in 1927 as the Detroit Workingman’s
Cooperative Restaurant to offer familiar food to Polish
immigrants. In 1986, the restaurant changed ownership
and was remodeled to fit a more traditional restaurant
mold but kept the friendly atmosphere and authentic
Polish food.
http://polonia-restaurant.net
The Sugar House is regarded as one of the best
cocktail bars in the city and is the “ultimate
presentation bar in the city”. There’s no better way to
spend a night out than with a bunch of friends and a
delicious drink, or a few.
www.sugarhouse.com
Gold Cash Gold can be described in just five simple
words: cocktails and a good time. It is just two doors
down from The Sugar House and is also on the list as
being one of the best cocktail bars in the city.
www.goldcashgolddetroit.com
Eastern Market is the oldest and largest indoor/
outdoor market in the country. It is open every day
except Sunday from 5 AM to 5 PM. It is the primary
supplier of produce, meat, and other food products for
both residents and businesses. The streets are always
bopping with dedicated foodies and curious shoppers.
Eastern Market has something for everyone.
www.easternmarket.com
Feet on the Street Tours founder Linda Yellin took us
through the Eastern Market and introduced our taste
buds to the delicacies the market has to offer. Yellin
and her staff guide a variety of themed food-crawls
as well as offer walking tours of other attractions
throughout the city.
http://www.enjoythed.com/
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The MotorCity Casino Hotel is owned by the cofounder of the international fast food chain, Little
Caesars Pizza, Marian Ilitch. It is the only locally-owned
and operated casino in Detrot and includes 100,000
square feet of casino space.

http://www.michigan.gov/oac
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Wheelhouse Detroit is a bike shop that was established
in 2008 that, in addition to selling, servicing, and
renting bikes, offers biking tours of different Detroit
neighborhoods. Wheelhouse offers a bunch of themed
tours or gives customers the opportunity to create a
custom tour tailored to their interests.

destination known as The Belt, an alleyway lined
with street-art that bisects the Z-Garage, a tenstory parking garage that is also filled with public art
projects and murals.

www.wheelhousedetroit.com

Wright & Co is another downtown attraction known
for being one of the best cocktail bars in the city.
Located in a historic 1891 brownstone, Wright & Co
has an Old World vibe and is one of the first cocktail
bar/restaurants in the neighborhood that is not a
sportsbar.

Detroit Experience Factory gave us the inside scoop of
all the best shopping hotspots in Downtown, Midtown,
and Fisher Building.
http://detroitexperiencefactory.org
Punch Bowl Social is the place to go if you’re looking
for a laidback environment to have a great time in. The
food is spectacular and the drinks are top notch. If a
restaurant and a nightclub had a baby, its name would
be Punch Bowl Social. Located inside the Z-Garage,
Punch Bowl Social includes 4 bars, a restaurant,
bowling lanes, private karaoke rooms, retro video
games, darts, pinball, ski ball, and even a photo both
to satisfy all of your Instagram needs.

www.standbydetroit.com

http://wrightdetroit.com
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www.punchbowlsocial.com
Standby is a small cocktail bar that reminds us of
a prohibition era speakeasy. It is located in urban
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Whitney Shannon/Founder
MOVIMENTO-Apparel:
Whitney Shannon is a professional
dancer/choreographer
and celebrity fitness trainer.
She is the creator and designer
of the haute-couture streetwear
brand Movimento Apparel.
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Photographer: Michelle Neman
@clickclickphotography
Hair: :Michael Cox
Makeup: BH Cosmetics
Models: Whitney Shannon,Safiya
Ricketts, Nikko Reyes
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Movimento Apparel is a compliant fair trade haute couture streetwear
brand made and proudly manufactured in Downtown Los Angeles.
(Est.2014). Known for it’s breathable fabrics, vegan leathers,
exquisite cut and design,

w as created f or th e h um an th at m ov es outside the lines.
MAGAZINE
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In 2015, Forby was discovered by a Barneys New
York store manager while shopping. Shortly after, he
booked various editorials for online fashion magazines.

MAGAZINE

Photo: Jonas Togo
Fast forward two years, he’s become one of the most
sought-after international talents of today.
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Kristoffer Forby is a 21-year-old Scandinavian
celebrity/model who hails from Denmark. Over the
past few years, he’s been featured in numerous ad
campaigns around the world: ASOS, Adidas and Nike.

As of late, he’s become a top digital influencer who
boasts over 548,000 Instagram followers and has
recently set up a YouTube channel where he curates
his daily travel adventures alongside of his closest friends.
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Photo, mua, hair: Tyren Redd (@tyrenredd)
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Talent: Mackenzie Ziegler (@kenzieziegler)

Styling: Jamison × Jonta Harris (@officialharristwins)
Publisher: Vaughn Lowery (@vaughnlowery)
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By Kelsey Welsh × Vaughn Lowery
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Jacket - Levi’s
Top - Topshop
Skirt - Zara
Shoes - Steve Madden
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When she was 8, she embarked on a singing career
with the release of her debut album, Mack Z. The
album hit #1 on the iTunes pop chart and peaked at
#7 on iTunes’ album sales across all genres. The lead
single, “It’s A Girl Party,” also reached #1 on the pop
charts and it’s music video has been viewed over 45
million times. In 2016, she released a duet with singer
and best friend, Johnny Orlando, entitled “Day &
Night.” Ziegler and Orlando have spent most of 2017
performing throughout North America and Europe
on their Day & Night Tour. “It’s so much fun,” she said
about the experience, “It’s definitely different from
dancing on stage at a competition but I think it is so
much more fun because I get to be myself on stage
and sing with my best friend.” Musically, 2017 has been
a busy year for the starlet. She has released several
singles and three official music videos to date. The
video for her hit single, “Monsters” has been watched
over 12 million times on YouTube. “It was kind of a
Stranger Things vibe which was really cool. I had this
huge set and there was a bunch of production and
special effects. It was the coolest thing I’ve ever done.”
She said. Ziegler’s latest single, “Breathe,” expresses
an inspirational message she wants to get across to
her fans. “The song is about being yourself and never
giving up, and not to worry about what people think

of you,” she states, “I used to be worried of what
people thought of me when I was younger but now
I’ve learned just to take a deep breath and let it all go.”
The song addresses Ziegler’s experiences with bullies
and how she overcame all of the negativity that was
thrown at her throughout life. The idea carries over
to the video for her female empowerment anthem,
“Teamwork.” The video, which she collaborated
alongside with Justice (tween girl apparel and
accessories) to create in order to promote her line of
dance-inspired active wear, communicates her support
to her fans whom are struggling with the same sort of
hatred she had to deal with in her own life. “There’re
a lot of bullies. I’ve dealt with them on social media.
I feel like a lot kids have dealt with bullies in middle
school, so I just think, don’t let their hate get to you.”
The former reality star is no stranger to being in
front of the camera; however, it wasn’t until recently
that she had the chance to portray a character other
than herself. “It was so much fun to play someone
different because on reality you really just play
yourself.” The aspiring actress appeared as Lily in a
two-episode stint on Nickelodeon’s popular sitcom
Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn. “It would be so cool to
be on a scripted TV series,” Ziegler asserts, “That’s
probably my dream right now.” She is full of ambition
and has proven that there is no dream that is too big
for her to attain; therefore, fans can expect to see her
return to television in the near future. Her most recent
accomplishment fulfills her lifelong dream of penning a
book. “Ever since I was little I’ve loved to read and I’ve
always wanted to write my own books and I finally got
to do that. In my book I give my tips and tricks that I
use on a daily basis, and there’s also some cool crafts
and DIYs.” Her autobiographical self-help book named,
Kenzie’s Rules for Life will hit the shelves May 2018.
Despite her busy schedule, Mackenzie always finds
time to hang out with the people she loves most. She
acknowledges that the most important aspects of her
life are her friends and family. “Maddie and I basically
do everything together; we go shopping, go to the
movies, and get our nails done. We’re best friends.”
Maddie is a recurring guest on Mackenzie’s popular,
self-named YouTube channel (Mackenzie Ziegler).
“I love making YouTube videos. YouTube is a great
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ackenzie Ziegler is literally a meteor shower in
the macrocosm of entertainment. The 13-yearold was born to create and doesn’t appear to
have an untalented bone in her anatomy. Ziegler was
just 6-years-old when she made her debut on the
small screen. For six seasons, she starred alongside her
mother, Melissa, and older sister, Maddie, in Lifetime’s
reality series Dance Moms. “When I was younger I had
no clue what was going on to be honest; there was just
a bunch of cameras following me around and I was just
really confused,” she asserts regarding the early start
of her career, “But as I got older I thought it was pretty
cool that everyone wanted to know what I was doing
on a daily basis or what I’m doing with my career now.”
Since her departure from the show in 2016, she has
been exploring her wide range of talents. The dance
sensation has been diligently working to expand her
already impressive resume to include professions such
as singer, actress, model, fashion designer, and soonto-be author.
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Outfit - Asos
Shoes - Zara

Mackenzie works hard to achieve her dreams and is
blessed for the opportunities she’s had. “I’ve always
learned to stay humble and appreciate everything
that I’m doing and not let it get to my head,” she said.
“I’m 13 and I’m doing a lot at my age.” She is aware
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that not many people are as lucky as she has been in
her life and it is very important to her and her family
to give back to those who are less fortunate. “Me and
my family love to give back. We just did something for
Love Your Melon where we went around the hospital
and gave kids hats and talked with them and it was so
much fun. I think doing all of this stuff is definitely very
important to me.”
In short, the “Ziegler” surname seems to be defining
Generation Z; and thus, Mackenzie continues to wow
the world with one release after another. Furthermore,
the teen sensation is poised to reach staggering
heights in her career with her innovation, immense
talent, sophistication, and extreme marketability.
#ZieglerNation
www.mackenziezieglermusic.com
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way to connect with all of my supporters and show
people who I really am by just being myself.” Her
favorite videos to share and watch involve the creation
of DIYs. She holds an aggregate online social media
following of 25 million across various channels. Her
favorite platforms, besides YouTube, are Instagram
and Snapchat because both allow her to give fans
a glimpse of her life as well as connect with friends
who she is not able to see as often as she would like.
“Making plans with my friends is sometimes hard
because I’m either on tour, shooting a music video, or
doing a photoshoot, but whatever we do, it’s always
fun.”

Top - Shock and Awww
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During this eight-episode season, famous celebs stop
by to provide advice and tough love, including popculture icon Kim Kardashian West. For a full list of the
participants, before photos, and what has inspired
them to make a change, please visit http://eonli.
ne/2xyk7hC, and for a sneak peek of the series visit:
http://eonli.ne/2y9ueKG. This original unscripted series
is produced by Khlomoney Entertainment, Rogue Atlas
Productions in association with Lionsgate and Ryan
Seacrest Productions. Eli Frankel, Khloé Kardashian,
Kris Jenner, Ryan Seacrest and Larissa Matsson serve
as executive producers.
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This season, 17 men and women commit to a physically
and emotionally challenging journey to prove to
themselves and those who have been negative forces
in their lives that they’re worthy of love and respect.
People from all walks of life confront their past,
present, and future and reveal what has brought them
to this pivotal point in their lives. Whether these men
and women have experienced bullying, are trying
to mend relationships, or facing any other tough
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challenges, Khloé – who has overcome her own body
issues – is there to help and will meet and check in
with the participants throughout their entire process.
Khloé personally gets to know them, finds out what
has broken them down, and gives them the tools they
need to build themselves back up. From an honorably
discharged military veteran struggling with the loss
of his identity to newlyweds who want to get healthy
before starting a family, each episode will feature
everyday people tackling what’s holding them back
from being the best they can be. However, even with
the best intentions, not every journey is smooth, and
not everyone makes it across the finish line.
Meet the Trainers:
Returning:
Gunnar Peterson: Gunnar is a Beverly Hills-based
personal trainer whose clients include celebrities,
professional athletes, and everyday people. His “do
it right or do it over” approach to fitness focuses on
achieving long-term results through challenging and
constantly varied workouts.
Harley Pasternak: A seven-time bestselling nutrition
and fitness author and former military exercise
scientist, Harley boasts one of the biggest celebrity
rosters in the business and has clients follow the “Body
Reset Diet” to get lean and stay lean.
Simone De La Rue: Simone is one of Hollywood’s
hottest celebrity trainers. Her clients include Oscar®

and Grammy® winners, super models and yummy
mummies. She is the creator of Body By Simone with
three studios on the east and west coast, she is also
author of the “Eight-Week Total Body Transformation.”
Corey Calliet: Corey’s cutting-edge training style,
known as “The Calliet Way,” pulls from athletic
strength and conditioning techniques and professional
bodybuilding fundamentals. With the desire to make
his clients look amazing, his no-nonsense, and no
turning back method has proven results with his A-list
clients.
Latreal Mitchell: Latreal is one of the top celebrity
fitness trainers in the industry. Her tough love
approach to her fitness methodology yields chiseled
and sculpted bodies.
Luke Milton: A former professional rugby player from
Australia, Luke is a huge advocate of living a healthy
lifestyle and having a laugh with your mates to get
the most out of your workout. His fitness studio,
Training Mate, is an extension of that positive team
environment where he helps his clients achieve a
healthy lifestyle through physical, social and mental
health.
Lacey Stone: Creator of “The Stone Method” and “8
Weeks to Change,” Lacey is focused on invoking a real
lifestyle change for her clients. Fitness therapy is what
she calls it, starting in the mind, down to their social
environment, ensuring her clients are prepared and
ready for the physical change. She says if the mindset

isn’t right, the lifestyle change will never happen.
New:
Aaron Williamson: Upon returning to the United States
after years in Iraq, military veteran Aaron jumped
knee-deep into fitness to fulfill his dream to compete
as a bodybuilder and coach athletes. In the process, he
found himself in an entirely new and amazing journey.
Aaron now offers comprehensive fitness training to
celebrities and athletes around the world.
Ashley Borden: A fitness and lifestyle consultant to
Hollywood A-List crowd and world-class athletes,
Ashley’s unique approach to fitness can be attributed
to having tackled her own struggles, transforming
them into a positive philosophy and dynamic training
program – making her one of the most sought-after
experts in her field.
Nicole Winhoffer: Created to sculpt your curves
and free your spirit, Nicole’s dynamic and original
workout method delivers powerful results. Inspired
by art, dance, fashion, music and eastern philosophy,
the NW™ (Nicole Winhoffer) method uses rhythmic
movement to empower and strengthen your authentic
self.
Eli Frankel, Khloé Kardashian, Kris Jenner, Ryan
Seacrest and Larissa Matsson are Executive Producers
for “Revenge Body with Khloé Kardashian,” which is
produced by Khlomoney Entertainment, Rogue Atlas
Productions in association with Lionsgate Television
and Ryan Seacrest Productions.
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!’s inspirational transformation series “Revenge
Body with Khloé Kardashian” returns for season
two on Sunday, January 7th at 10 pm ET/PT.
With the help of model and TV personality Khloé
Kardashian, author of the New York Times bestselling
book “Strong Looks Better Naked,” and her team of
fitness, style and beauty experts, participants get the
individualized help and encouragement to transform
into the person they always dreamed of becoming
inside and out.
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E! Story:

http://www.eonline.com/shows/revenge_body_with_khloe_kardashian/
news/883006/watch-a-first-look-at-revenge-body-with-khloe-kardashian-season-2-even-kim-k-makes-a-cameo

Eonline Show Page:

http://www.eonline.com/shows/revenge_body_with_khloe_kardashian

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/revengebody

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/revengebody/

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/RevengeBodyWithKhloeKardashian/

Hashtag:

#RevengeBody
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@damianspiteri1

is an author, lecturer as well as a singer/songwriter whom hails from Malta. The son of a concert pianist is no
stranger to music. His latest release “Shine at Christmas” is a fun-loving and anthemic carol. Perfect for all ages
and guaranteed to tickle your fancy while making you chuckle. If Ace Ventura had a holiday song - this would be it.
Superb instrumentation, production and lyrical content make this song a shoo-in for the season. However, strong
voice inflection has earned this artist not only a spot in our hearts, but also a place on our #360WatchList
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After seven years of research, the assembly of no fewer than 624 parts, three patents, and the combination
of two inventions – Greubel Forsey revolutionises one of the oldest watchmaking complications,
the perpetual calendar, by incorporating an equation of time.
Greubel Forsey is proud to announce that on Wednesday, November 8, 2017, the Jury
of the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève (GPHG) has awarded Greubel Forsey’s
own QP à Équation the ‘Calendar Watch Prize’.
MAGAZINE
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Model: Samantha Moore
Designer: Stevie Boi
Photographer: Yulia Vizel
Makeup artist: Melissa Ann
Location: Toronto, Canada
MAGAZINE
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Creative Director: Naomi Coleman
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Creative Director by day, Art Director by night, Graphic Designer by love.

www.winithekid.com
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was established to disrupt the eyewear market as a purveyor
of quality goods at a great value. It was built on a shared
passion for style and quality from serial entrepreneur David
Schottenstein along with an elite team including celebrity
visionaries Jamie Foxx, Hailee Steinfeld and Ashley Benson
as well as VP of Celebrity Relations Dave Osokow and Creative
Directors Rob Zangardi and Mariel Haenn. With more than
100 hand-crafted and polarized designer frames for $29.95,
everyone can be anyone. Each style is named to evoke a
personality from The Artist and The Socialite to The Boss
and The Godfather. Privé Revaux Eyewear is available on
priverevaux.com and at Amazon.com. For more information,
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visit
www.priverevaux.com
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F

or 2018, Jaguar is introducing a
genetically enhanced version of its
already popular F-Type series – the 400
Sport Coupe Special Edition. At first glimpse,
the vehicle immediately appears to be a part
of the family, yet subtle differences cause it
to break away from the battalion.
Although the F-Type didn’t call for a
redesign, they redefined excellence with a
one-year-only configuration. This limited
version exhibits tons of sporty appointments
which hint nifty performance gains to
be anticipated as well. The 400 Sport is
featured in three different metallic colors:

Yulong White, Indus Silver and Santorini Black. It arrives
in two different drive trains – AWD and RWD. Lastly,
one can select between a convertible or coupe.
As of late, we had the joy of testing out the Indus Silver
two-door AWD (allowing it to grip and corner with
ease). While approaching the vehicle head-on, you are
at once enthralled by its bespoke elements – stealthy
accents on the grille fitted with an audacious front
splitter adorning “400 Sport” in bold yellow.
While orbiting the vehicle, we gained an admiration
of its contoured yet nimble stance. Some of the new
additions included blade-like extended side sills and
prominent front/rear splitters which shout, “I am fast as
I am athletic.” It squats on 20” Dark Satin alloy wheels
that come to a stop with Super Performance 380mm
front and 376mm rear brakes (currently, an upgrade
featured in the 400 Sport). With a wheelbase of 103.2,”
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popping like a 4th of July fireworks show. Don’t fret,
though. As prevalent in former models, Jaguar wanted
to make certain you don’t upset the neighbors by
adding an option to tame it with the press of a button.
Inside the cabin, your eyes are drawn yet again to the
vibrant yellow emblems, “400 Sport” tastefully planted:
the steering wheel; console finisher; embroidered
headrests and tread plates, reminding you of the
anomaly of which you have. In addition, slimmer
premium leather performance seats improve dash to
backrest space, creating a racier ambiance. For the
foremost time, there’s a flat-bottomed sport steering
wheel accompanied by anodized aluminum paddle
shifters ergonomically placed for aggressive driving.
Next, you’ll discover the beautifully
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ground clearance of only 4.1” and a length of 176.5,” you
can be reassureed that this vehicle was built to track
(very little drag coefficient w/ automatic retractable
spoiler).
The F-Type 400 Sport possesses the most agile V6
offered in the series, until now still doesn’t measure
up to the R (V8 550hp) and SVR (V8 575hp)’s
performance. It’s the difference between a Ferris wheel
and a roller coaster (less scream factor). Nevertheless,
this 3.0L V6 400PS supercharged engine delivers
400hp with 339lb-ft of torque alongside of an
8-speed gearbox. It’s 20hp faster than its forerunners.
Most of it is felt in the top end which makes it worth
acquiring. This increase in power also enhances the
already invigorating exhaust that’s expelled through
the trumpet-like tips. Letting off the gas at high RPMs
(5000+) will make the car backfire – crackling and

black-coated aluminum center dash baring a touch
screen infotainment system which allows you to
navigate, choose your favorite station and/or Bluetooth
to your smart devices.
The 2018 Jaguar F-type 400 Sport Coupe Special
Edition is definitely something special. Aside from all
the jaw-dropping signature patches, it offers exclusivity
to the owner because of its minimal production, unique
performance and cosmetic upgrades. This makes it
a well-balanced vehicle of choice for those seeking
something snazzy without the hefty price tag.
In short, we forecast this to become the affluent
millennials’ two-seater select for 2018.
www.jaguarusa.com
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Anthony Sovinsky × Vaughn Lowery
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By Ana de Cozar × Vaughn Lowery
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But as we say in the title, not everything is about
business in Lubbock. 360 Magazine had the pleasure
to visit the Texan city of opportunities, and had a taste
of its terrific culinary range.
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Our team stayed in the West Texas’s only AAA FourDiamond hotel, the Overton Hotel & Conference
Center. The Overton is located in the heart of the
“Hub City”— just steps from Texas Tech University.
As Lubbock’s largest hotel conference center, The
Overton Hotel & Conference Center is the ideal
destination for corporate business events, weddings,
Texas Tech visitors and visitors to Lubbock, Texas.
At the Overton, we had a reception of grilled veggie
display for those green lovers and a fiddlehead fern.
But we can highlight their dessert selection, the
strawberry cheesecake mousse shooters combined
with a bavarian cream with fruit truffle mousse
shooters is all you need to satisfy your sweet palate.
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Another delicious option for a lunch in Lubbock was
Evie Mae’s Pit BBQ. Quickly becoming a local favorite,
Evie Mae’s was recently featured on the cover of Texas
Monthly as one of the Top 25 New and Improved
BBQ Joints in Texas. Here, you’ll discover melt-inyour-mouth brisket, green chile sausage, homemade
sides and an assortment of gluten-free desserts.
Arnis Robbins nicely greeted us while we tasted the
brisket and an outstanding gluten free cornbread with
sausage. For dessert, we had ice cream on a gluten
free brownies.
Another option is the La Diosa Cellars. Hidden in the
heart of downtown Lubbock, La Diosa Cellars offers
an exceptional wine menu along with Spanish-inspired
tapas and live music. In this Lubbock must-see you can
try an escargot accompained by 3 different hummus:
pesto/basil, cranberry/beets and garlic lemon.
Moving up to dining our first selection is the West
Table Kitchen and Bar. This upscale restaurant and full
bar offers a unique style of food and beverage to its
patrons. Be sure to check out their website for their
seasonally evolving menu. Here, 360 Magazine met
Cameron West, who provided us with an amazing
Caesar salad with anchovies, short ribs and bread
pudding. Cagle Steaks, a pure Texan family-owned
steakhouse serves specialty steaks, barbecue,
smoked salmon, grilled chicken, fajitas and more in a
Southwestern, casual atmosphere.

O

n the other hand The Crafthouse Gastropub
is the dining restaurant you can’t miss. Be
sure to try the Texas Burger, named in Texas
Monthly’s 2016 list of the Top 50 Burgers in Texas.
You’ll also find a wide variety of dishes and a Sunday
brunch menu that’s both sweet and savory. We tried
lamb chili and baked cheddar with swiss, roasted red
peppers, green onion and mayo, and also steak frites.
After a big meal, 360 Magazine picked up the best
dessert options at Lubbock. If you ever dreamed
about building your own dessert, Pie Bar Drop is your
perfect hot spot. We created an Oreo pie filled with
crushed vanilla wafer with pecan, a pineapple coconut
filled with crushed graham cracker, caramel drizzle
and coconut savings on top. Yes, unreal but glorious
for your palate. Yet we had our dessert, a good shot
for those instagram bloggers while enjoying a coffee
would be The Coffee Shop with its friendly decoration.
Keeping up with Lubbock’s succulent food array, we
discovered marvelous breakfast selections at Arbor
Hotel & Conference Center. A locally owned and
operated hotel, is a true jewel to West Texas. The
new hotel features a year-round outdoor hot tub,
conversational fire pits, hotel bar and much more.
The hotel offers 3,000 square feet of meeting space
as well as a pre-function space. We enjoyed a Chuck
Wagon Breakfast with National Cowboy Symposium,
true made in Texas!

The advance of agriculture in Lubbock made it the
marketing center that it is now, and in that process
wine making had an important role. We selected our
top winery, and it is clearly not an easy selection in
this Texan county. Here there is a list of our top wine
stations:
At the Funky Door Bistro & Wine Room you can “wine
and dine” like nowhere else. Known for its fondue and
wine bar, this fine-dining restaurant showcases some
of the most unique varietals of wines and pairings of
food. We tried their salmon and sashimi ahi tuna.
The Wine Nest is your place if you love music. Three
vineyards, one family-owned winery and multiple
award-winning wines, all located just on the outskirts
of Lubbock. From aromatic Malbec to sweet
Gewürztraminer, wine lovers with any palate will enjoy
the selection we tasted at Trilogy Cellars. The Wine
Nest is a premier boutique wine and gift store, perfect
for shopping, sipping a glass of wine and listening to
live music.
Find award winning wines at Pheasant Ridge Winery.
It proudly boasts the oldest vines in Texas. The bold
flavor and character of their wines reflect the Cox
family’s mastery of wine production. Pheasant Ridge
received the first gold medal ever awarded to a Texas
red wine for their Cabernet Sauvignon in the San
Francisco Wine Competition in 1986.
Tour and tasting at the Llano Estacado Winery. The
simple mission of Llano Estacado, from its beginning
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L

ocated in Northwest Texas, Lubbock earned
the name “Hub of the Plains” in 1909. It’s
appellation was followed by Lubbock
County’s expansive business markets, which resulted in
its numerous appearances in national survey rankings.
Among them, we find Lubbock as the 24th Best City
for Small Business in the U.S. in 2017 by ValuePenguin,
No.7 on Forbes’ List of 19 Opportunity Cities in 2014,
the 15th Best City to Start a Business in 2016 according
to WalletHub and the 6th Best City for 20-Somethings
in the U.S. in 2016 by Move.org.
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National Ranching Heritage Center-Dedicated to
preserving and interpreting the history of ranching,
it is a museum with seven exhibit galleries and a
19-acre historical park. Authentic, restored ranching
structures dating from 1780 to 1950, tell the story of
how early ranchers and their families adapted to a
harsh environment. Annual events include Candlelight
at the Ranch, an event hosted in December to recreate
a frontier Christmas, and Ranch Day, an April event
designed to make history come alive with cowboys,
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chuck wagons and horses. We were surprised by some
goodies like the Smith and Wesson model revolver
or the Native American real Comanche Feather
Headdress.
Lubbock Lake Landmark– Smithsonian Magazine
named Lubbock Lake Landmark one of the top five
destinations to see evidence of first Americans. In
fact, signs of human life from 12,000 years ago have
been uncovered at the Lubbock Lake Landmark, the
oldest continuously inhabited site in the country. This
internationally recognized archaeological and national
history preserve provides a perfect family outing and
regularly hosts Night Hikes on a 3-mile scenic trail
through the Yellow House Canyon.
Texas stands for its art in many aspects. They are well
known for its modern art and the beautiful Marfa is
an exceptional demonstration. Lubbock possesses art
exhibitions as well;
You can experience an interactive art space like no
other at Lubbock’s Tornado Gallery. Tour the gallery
that showcases Tony Greer’s Plasma sculptures
featuring Xenon tube pieces and other neon objects.
Learn more about the process of creating these
masterpieces and the art of glassblowing. We loved
those @unityinglass pieces.
Roberto Bruno was the best architecture artist in
Lubbock and his house remains as a must-see. He
moved to Lubbock in 1971 to teach art at Texas

Tech University’s school of architecture. He started
working on The Steel House in 1973, two years after
sculpting a similar piece of art, which inspired him
to build something bigger to live in. This three story,
2,200-square-foot house overlooks Ransom Canyon,
and remained uncompleted before his death in
2008. The city also counts with several murals and
a photographer alley, where the creativity spreads
around the streets.

Other honorable attractions include:
Bars:
http://www.charleyb.net/
https://www.facebook.com/flipstavernlubbock/
http://www.clubluxor.com/
http://chimys.com/

A city is not a city without its nightlife. 360 Magazine
especially enjoyed performances of Charlie’s Tout
and Jaime Wyatt at The Bluelight Live. Other music
selection we had was at Lubbock Moonlight Musicals.
It inspires audiences throughout the summer with fun
and exciting musicals at their outdoor amphitheater
located in Mackenzie Park. Making use of local talent,
as well as bringing in various Broadway professionals,
Lubbock Moonlight Musicals is able to produce
shows that thrill all audiences, from sophisticated
theatergoers to first-timers. We saw a fascinating
performance of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by
Mark Twain.

Coffee Shops:

With a flourishing restaurant and bar scene, not to
mention the unprecedented rise of craft beer and
creative cocktails as of late, there’s truly something
for everyone in America’s finest city. You’ll also find
championship golf courses, museums, and some other
awesome restaurants as the Chimy’s , Giorgio’s Pizza
and Torchy’s tacos within city limits.

National Cowboy Symposium

http://www.goldstripecoffee.com/
http://www.sugarbrowns.com/
http://yellowhousecoffee.com/
http://www.jandbcoffeeco.com/
Attractions:
American Wind Power Center
Bayer Museum of Agriculture
Buddy Holly Center
Charles Adams Studio Art Project
Museum of Texas Tech
Silent Wings Museum
Southwest Collection
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in 1976, has been to embody the potential of Texas
wine. Today, Llano Estacado is the largest, bestselling
Premium Winery in Texas, producing wines of World
Class Quality, and has been an ongoing pioneer in
introducing not just Texans, but also the entire world
to the great wines made in the Lone Star State.
Tour and tasting at McPherson Cellars. Our new
friends The McPherson family has been a part of Texas
winemaking for over 40 years. Owner and Winemaker
Kim McPherson greeted us and showed how he has
beautifully restored the historic Coca-Cola Bottling
Plant, located in Lubbock’s Depot Entertainment
District, into a world-class winery. We tasted their
Texas wines that have won over 600 medals in state,
national, and international wine competitions. They
also sell cute wine merchandising, such as the famous
T-Shirts with messages like “My doctor says I need
glasses” or “This wine is making me awesome”.
360 crew surely adores food and wine, but Lubbock
had much more to offer. During our visit to the
northwest city of Texas, we discovered enough from
our country at the following attractions:

Vietnam Center and Archive
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BLACK
BADGE
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By Vaughn Lowery × Benjamin Reese

A

few years ago, Rolls-Royce began noticing that
they were in somewhat of a pickle. They’ve
unarguably been building the ‘ultimate luxury
car’ and have been the leader in that category
for over 100+ years; but as of late, the company
learned the thing that they do best – isn’t exactly
what people want anymore.

the idea of exotic italian super cars from
the 70’s era and the tires have low-rolling resistance
characteristics. The brakes alone are an outstanding
feature on this series and come well-outfitted with
energy regeneration, dynamic/cornering control
and a host of additional features.

The fresh wave of Rolls-Royce consumers are
emerging ‘fast money’ elite within a global society
whom demand more than just luxury from a brand
that purely builds luxury cars. Not coincidentally,
Rolls-Royce found a way to keep us in the dark
about this, and in doing so created the ‘Black
Badge’ edition to answer our cries

For millennial investors, the Ghost Black Badge also
receives an extra 50 or so horsepower pushing
output to over 600hp. On the inside, performance
and luxury is infused using technical weave on
the dashboard; lambswool floor mats; a starlight
headliner, which can blink you into a dream and a
bespoke premium audio system pumping out 600
watts of youthfulness.

The Ghost Black Badge in the short-wheel base
platform is much more athletic and dare we say
‘naughtier’ than in standard configuration. On the
exterior, nearly all of the traditional chrome has
been blackened including the retractable spirit of
ecstasy, window trim, wheels and grille. Although It
might appear subtle to the common eye, it has a lot
to say to the purist, so for the manufacturer this is a
win-win.

Our Ghost Black Badge arrived in piano black over
an extremely irresistable cobalt blue interior with
contrasting arctic white stitching which appeared
better than the pinstripes on a Zegna suit. The
individual seat configuration alongside a cuttingedge infotainment system, housing a 20.5GB hard
drive disc for storing music files plus night vision.
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The engineering team realized what their job was
– keep the class, create the hustle and make it
fearless. From the ground up, the frame has been
recalibrated to make the Ghost feel like you’re
floating on a cloud while cruising down Sunset
Boulevard to driving on rails while sprinting across
Mulholland Drive. Multi-layered carbon alloy
composite 21-inch wheels were designed around
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The Ghost Black Badge will set you back a mere
$416,605 USD, but considering that a Lamborghini
will cost more and you can’t bring your friends
along for the ride or even hang out in the back seat
– it’s nothing short of astonishing. And to imagine,
this is the first time we’ve witnessed Rolls-Royce
show us their other hand!
For additional information visit official site.
www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com
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SCHLITTERBAHN
W A T E R P A R K
by Krishan Narsinghani, Kelsey Welsh × Vaughn Lowery
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P

lanning a family getaway? I bet you haven’t
thought of adding New Braunfels, Texas to
the list of possible destinations, but you really
should. New Braunfels, Texas is home to one of the
largest immersive theme parks in the United States.
Schlitterbahn Waterpark & Resort is home to the most
eclectic collection of water rides in the world. Guests
dive headfirst into constant adventure as they float
down one of the 51 rivers, slides and chutes that the
park has to offer.
Schlitterbahn translates to “slippery road” in German,
honoring the heritage of the family who started it all.
Bob and Billye Henry uprooted their three children in
1966 and moved from Houston to New Braunfels to
pursue Bob’s dream of owning and operating a small
family business. The Henrys responded to a “for sale”
ad in a local newspaper and purchased a cabin resort
along the Comal River. They installed a tube slide
that would dump their guests into the river. A few
years after studying Floridian waterparks, the Henrys
realized that they could incorporate the concept into
their own resort; and voilà, Schlitterbahn was born.
The flagship property was established in 1979 and has
been offering both thrill seekers and sight seers ideal

vacation experiences for nearly four decades. Since
its founding, four additional properties have opened
up: Galveston Island, Texas; South Padre Island, Texas;
Corpus Christi, Texas (which included a 9-hole golf
course); and Kansas City, Kansas.
Staff members of 360 Magazine were invited to get
our feet wet and dive into the fun at the original New
Braunfels location. Schlitterbaun Waterpark & Resort
is a hotspot for family vacations, corporate outings,
and friendly getaways. The park maintains a refreshing
72-degree temperature for the spring water that flows
into the rides, tube slides and pools. The famous
Boogie Bahn surfing simulator, which is one of the first
of its kind in the world, is a favorite of pro-boarders,
inexperienced newbies, and everyone in between. Over
50,000 gallons of water circulate over the ride’s foam
surface, which was built to cushion the occasional
gnarly wipeout, yet the water depth measures just a
few inches.
Guests can take a break from water coasters, such
as the award-winning Master Blaster, and enjoy the
miles of scenic river that flow amidst the 100-yearold oak, cedar and cypress trees. The river serves as
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Calling all grill-masters; Schlitterbahn is littereBBQ
stations so that guests can whip up everything from
hamburgers and hotdogs to grilled tofu and cornon-the-cob. Those who are not quite so grill-savvy
or simply don’t feel like cooking can make use of the
park’s catering services or head down to one of the
food stands and pick up a delicious BBQ brisket or
a cheeseburger topped with flaming hot Cheetos.
Guests 21-and-over can enjoy their favorite drinks by
visiting one of the bars or bringing their own from
home since, unlike most other theme-parks, the park
is BYOB. Families can relax and enjoy their meals by
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taking the time to sit and snack at one of the park’s
many picnic spots.
The resort accommodations and beautiful
surroundings set Schlitterbaun apart from all other
waterparks. It is perfect for all sorts of travelers:
visitors can choose any of the seven room types
or even opt for a stylish seven-room vacation
home. Resort guests who choose to stay at one of
the luxurious Riverbend Cabins are treated to an
unbeatable view of the Canal River as well as given an
Early Access pass to the Blastenhoff Section, where
Master Blaster is located. Schlitterbahn has various
room configuration options complete with a living
space, kitchenette and stackable washer/dryer to keep
the family’s clothes fresh.
360 Magazine had a blast; we didn’t want to leave!
So, water you waiting for? Book your vacation and
experience an aquatic adventure like no other.
“Splash. Sleep. Repeat” at Schlitterbahn Waterpark.
https://www.instagram.com/schlitterbahnwaterparks/
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a water source to the park’s attractions as well as a
backdrop for guests to gawk at while they slip and
slide their way to an amazing vacation experience.
During our visit, we found out exactly what it is
about Schlitterbaun that has made it worthy of 19
consecutive, 36 overall, Amusement Today’s Golden
Ticket award wins.
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BEATS BY DR. DRE RELEASES NEW SHORT FILM “ABOVE THE NOISE”
STARRING FRENCH DJ AND PRODUCER DJ SNAKE
FEATURING THE NEW BEATS STUDIO3 WIRELESS
Wanted to share the latest chapter of Beats by Dr. Dre’s “Above the Noise” campaign
which captures Geffen Records artist DJ Snake’s performance on Paris’ legendary
Arc de Triomphe as well as a look for the first time at the journey that took him there.
DJ Snake was the first performer ever to play atop the roof of the iconic
French landmark on Sept 6th.
Directed by Colin Tilley, this film maps his incredible journey where he talks for the first
time about how he rose from the streets of Paris to be one of the world’s biggest
performers and producers, and his love for the country he came from.
Talking about the film, DJ Snake says, “Playing the roof of the Arc de Triomphe
was a moment I wanted to keep forever so when Beats asked me if they could make
a short film about that night, and my journey to that point... it was easy to say yes.”

Watch here: http://beats.is/djsnake

Check out Cuba Cars from publishers Delius Klasing. Cuba is worth a visit. Or, as the authors of this book discovered, several. Cuba is still associated with
Tobacco and Cohiba, Rum and Mojito – and above all the old classic, American cars of the Fifties, still running.
This coffee-table book is a presentation of the unbelievable variety of classic car models against the backdrop what Columbus described as “the most
beautiful land ever seen by human eyes.”
https://www.delius-klasing.de/cuba-cars-10837
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TRANSFORM YOUR DESTINY.
ROLLS-ROYCE BLACK BADGE
IS THE BOLDEST EXPRESSION,

FOR THOSE WHO WILL NEVER CONFORM.

